We study spiky string solutions in AdS 3 × S 1 that are characterized by two spins S, J as well as winding m in S 1 and spike number n. We construct explicitly two-cut solutions by using the SL(2) asymptotic Bethe Ansatz equations at leading order in strong coupling. Unlike the folded spinning string, these solutions have asymmetric distributions of Bethe roots. The solutions match the known spiky string classical results obtained directly from string theory for arbitrary semiclassical parameters, including J = 0 and any value of S, namely short and long strings. At large spins and winding number the string touches the boundary, and we find a new scaling limit with the energy given as
Introduction
Asymptotic SL(2) Bethe Ansatz equations (ABA) played a crucial role recently in matching the energy of the free string with the dimension of the corresponding operators in the planar limit. Based on the strong coupling asymptotic BA first proposed in [1] , and using earlier results [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] , the all loop ABA sector was proposed in [7] . The main ingredient in the ABA is the all-loop dressing phase which interpolates between strong and weak coupling. A rigorous proof of the relationship between strong/weak coupling expansions of the coefficients c r,s in the dressing phase was given in [8] . So far the ABA proposal passed all tests both at strong and weak coupling.
Much of the progress in testing the all-loop ABA relates the twist two gauge operators of the type tr(ΦD S + Φ) to the folded string solution [9] . More specifically, detailed tests were performed in the large limit of the semi-classical spin S, in which string theory and ABA computations match to two loops in strong coupling expansion [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . The checks to two loops were successfully extended to include the spin J in S 1 ⊂ S 5 in [15, 16, 17, 18] . Beyond the long string limit the string solution is no longer homogenous, which makes even the 1-loop string computation difficult. Recently, the exact 1-loop correction to the energy for the folded spinning string was obtained [19] . It is of interest to check explicitly that computation against the corresponding 1-loop result from ABA for arbitrary spins S, J . In this paper we recover from ABA at leading order in strong coupling the exact folded string solution valid for any semi-classical spins S = O = tr D are described, on the string side, by the spiky string solutions [25] . There has been some recent progress in this area. In [26] the solutions were shown to correspond to multi-soliton solutions of a generalized sinh-Gordon model. This allowed the construction of new, more general, solutions where the spikes move with respect to each other opening up the possibility to study a whole new class of operators. The relation with field theory was examined in detail in [27] where the elliptic curves associated with the classical solution where analyzed and a map was proposed to a similar structure emerging from the study of the field theory operators. In [28] the spiky string solution was analyzed in detail by using the all loop ABA at leading and subleading orders in large S expansion. In this limit the 1-cut solution of the ABA equations was found, and matching with the string theory result was shown. Furthermore in [28] the spiky string 2-cut solution at 1-loop weak coupling Bethe ansatz was discussed. Unlike the folded string, the spiky string requires asymmetric 2-cut solutions, which in turn give asymmetric distributions of the Bethe roots. One of the main ingredients in the ABA are the integers n k that appear after taking the logarithm of the Bethe ansatz equations. It was proposed in [28] that the n k corresponding to the left and right cuts are in fact related to the left/right bosonic mode numbers of the corresponding string solution in the flat space limit, i.e. near the center of the AdS. Following the general procedure of solving integral BA equation used in [28] , in this paper we check this proposal directly at strong coupling by finding explicitly the 2-cut ABA solution, and matching it to the known spiky string solution. We found a system of equations that can in principle be solved for the four ends of the cuts [d, c] , [b, a] , and thus the energy can be obtained. For J = 0 the cuts extend as [d, −1] and [1, a] , and we find the relationship between a, d and the maximum (ρ 1 ) and minimum (ρ 0 ) radial extensions of the string a = e 2ρ 1 −2ρ 0 , −d = e 2ρ 1 +2ρ 0 . It would be interesting to derive the classical string equations from the ABA integral equation perhaps using the coherent state approach as in [29] . This would allow to see how the shape of the string is encoded in the ABA approach.
A general ansatz for finding rigid string solutions in AdS 3 × S 1 was used in [30] . Spiky string solutions characterized by the spins (S, J) in AdS 3 and S 1 ⊂ S 5 , winding number m in S 1 , and number of spikes n were found whose energy can be written as
On the asymptotic Bethe ansatz side, the 1-cut solution with non-trivial winding was discussed in [31] where the rational (S, J) solution was found. In this paper, using the ABA equations, we find the spiky 2-cut solutions with arbitrary winding m, spikes n, and angular momenta S and J. To check the matching with solutions found in [30] we consider the scaling limit
Taking this limit in both solutions from string sigma model and ABA we find perfect matching of the energy
This limit corresponds to the string touching the boundary, or from the ABA side meaning cuts very long, i.e. a, −d → ∞. For n = 2 the result (1.4) corresponds to the folded string with winding. Such a scaling limit was found very recently in [18] where the asymptotic open string solution was considered. This result further checks that the strong coupling ABA of [1] indeed captures such more sophisticated solutions. With appropriate cuts it also captures the J = 0 solutions. An interesting open problem is to see whether and/or how one can use this information to obtain an asymptotic Bethe ansatz to describe all classical string solutions in AdS 3 with J = 0. In particular it would be nice to find the solutions in [26] within the BA approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the ABA equations at leading order in strong coupling, and present the general formulas that describe two-cut solutions. In section 3 we solve the ABA equations for the symmetric two-cut solution, and match the solution to the known folded spinning string result. Following the simpler example discussed in section 3, we find the spiky string solution with arbitrary spins S, J , and show the matching with the know spiky string solution. In section 5 we extend the analysis to solutions that include also a winding in S 1 ⊂ S 5 . We find from ABA a system of equations which describe such solutions. Furthermore, we consider the scaling limit with S, J , m large and show the matching to string results in this limit. In Appendix A we present a proof of some particular relations among elliptic integrals that were used in the main text.
2 Two-cut solutions in asymptotic Bethe Ansatz at leading order in strong coupling
The Bethe equations in SL(2) sector are (
with the phase
where the charges q r are
The coefficients c r,s (q) are expanded at strong coupling as
where
The momentum condition is
while the string energy is
The relationship between x and the rapidity variable u is
We are interested in the leading order at strong coupling, S ∼ √ λ, J ∼ √ λ. In this case the Bethe roots u k scale as √ λ. We keep only the leading order c (0) r,s in what follows. As we are interested in large g, we perform the following rescaling [17] x → g √ 2 x (2.9)
After this rescaling x k ∼ 1
Using the last expression for u k and expanding in large g we get
Using these expressions in the string Bethe equations, we obtain the following equations at the leading order in large g
Since in the strong coupling limit S is large, i.e. there is a large number of Bethe roots, we introduce a density distribution in x as ρ(
On the right hand side we observe the appearance of the semi-classical spin J = J √ λ
. While a 2-cut solution cannot be obtained by setting J = 0 (see below), we can still obtain the folded and spiky string solution with J = 0 by taking the ends of the cuts at ±1.
To see the domain for x we rescale u k in (2.10) as u k → √ 2gu k , so that now u k ∼ 1. Then we have
While u k are always real, we observe that when u
. To find the 1-cut and 2-cuts spiky string solutions in this limit using (2.13) we need to choose the right cuts along the x variable. The x variable goes along the real line except near origin where it goes on a half unit circle. Throughout this paper we take the cuts outside the interval [−1, 1].
Returning to equation (2.13) it is convenient to introducẽ Figure 1 : Phase of the function F (w) defined in the text, when w approaches the real axes. Along the two cuts, the imaginary part changes sign as depicted.
The classical string energy (2.7) can be written as
The momentum condition (2.6) lead to
Finally the normalization condition reads
Let us notice that the resulting equations have indeed the semi-classical form as expected. More precisely, a solution forρ only depends on semi-classical parameters J , S, and then the energy can be expressed as E = E(J , S). The unknown unphysical parameters entering the equations are only the positions of the cuts which are to be solved for. The essential input in the BA equations is the mode number n(x). Let us observe that upon using the momentum condition (2.18), the resulting integral equation (2.16) is precisely the same as the equation found in [34] .
To solve (2.16) we employ the method described in [28] . While below we specialize to two cuts, let us mention that the method can be used for any number of cuts. To be specific lets consider the two cuts
with d < c < b < a and the following function:
where the square roots are defined with a standard cut on the negative real axis. In figure 1 we show the phase of F (w) for w close to the real axis. As we mentioned already, here we take the cuts outside the interval [−1, 1], namely we take b > 1, c < −1. Now we can write
It is easy to verify that G(w) so defined has cuts in C 1 and C 2 and satisfies the equation
Figure 2: Contours of integration surrounding z and the two cuts.
withρ
Now consider an arbitrary point z (away from the cuts) and a small contour γ encircling it as shown in figure 2. We have
Deforming the contour we obtain
From (2.22) we further have
From this result and (2.22) we find that, if z approaches one of the cuts from above (z = x+ iǫ), then:
So we obtain thatρ(x) solves the problem (2.16) under the conditions (z = x + iǫ)
Let us note that this analysis holds for any functionñ(x). The residue at zero can be computed by expanding at small w
The second residue in (2.28) is simply
The residue at infinity can be computed by expanding at large w
so that the first residue in (2.28) is
Thus to have solution forρ given by (2.23) we require (according to (2.28))
The normalization and the momentum conditions can be written as
Finally, the energy can be written as
Thus, we obtain a set of equations which need to be solved for the unknown parameters a, b, c, d.
The only input that we need to specify for a given particular solution is the function n(x).
Folded spinning string solution
As a simple example of the method described in the previous section, here we solve the ABA equation with two symmetric cuts, which corresponds to the spinning folded string solution in the SL(2) sector. The relevant equations were found in [16] by using a certain scaling of the distribution of Bethe roots; by using a different scaling here we obtain explicitly the J = 0 folded string solution as well. For the folded string we set d = −a, c = −b. It is convenient to define the function
Since in the flat space the folded string solution has equal left and right wave numbers we take
The following integrals 1 are of use
(3.4)
(3.5)
where q = a 2 −b 2 a 2 . Let us compute the relevant parameters that enter the residues. We find
In order to have a solution we need G 0 = 0, which gives the condition
The momentum equation becomes
which is satisfied automatically for a solutionρ(x). For the energy we obtain
1 In this paper we use the following definitions of the elliptic integrals
where we used H 1 defined as
The spin can be written as
(a 2 − 1)(b 2 − 1) (3.14) Therefore we obtain the semiclassical equations (3.10), (3.14), (3.12) . One needs to solve (3.10), (3.14) for a, b and then plug the result in (3.12) to obtain E = E(S, J ).
The particular case J = 0 can be obtained in the limit b → 1 assuming a > b > 1 2 . We observe that this limit is indeed possible in (3.10), therefore the motion only in AdS can still be described 3 using the SL(2) ABA equations with cuts that start at x = 1. In this limit we obtain the energy and spin
In the limit a → ∞ these expressions precisely reproduce the long string limit of the folded string solution, while when a → 1 we obtain the short string limit. To see the precise folded string form of equations we consider the elliptic integral modular transform relations
a 2 we obtain the folded string solution equations [11, 32] 
The small η limit corresponds to long string, while the large η to short string limit. η is related to the maximal extension in the radial coordinate in AdS, as η sinh 2 ρ 1 = 1. The relationship between the Bethe ansatz parameter a and ρ 1 is a = e 2ρ 1 . To analyze the J = 0 solution let us now return to the equations (3.10), (3.14), (3.12) and rewrite the last two ones as
One can check numerically that solutions of equations (3.10), (3.14), (3.12) indeed exist for 1 < b < a. For b < a < 1 the energy is negative, thus this case is not physical.
Using again the modular transformations (3.16) for q = 1 − b 2 a 2 we obtain precisely the folded string solution [32] 
The ABA parameters a, b are related to string maximal extension, ρ 1 (the folded string extends from ρ = 0 to ρ = ρ 1 ), as a b = e 2ρ 1 .
Spiky string solution
To obtain spiky strings we take two cuts with different lengths [d, c] and [b, a]. Again we take the cuts outside the [−1, 1] interval, i.e. 1 < b < a and d < c < −1. As proposed in [28] we take the function n(x) to be the left and right wave numbers of the spiky string solution in flat space [25] n(
where n is the number of spikes. Starting with (2.21) we can compute G(w) by performing the integral and obtain
and
We can now expand for small and large w and obtain
(4.4)
(4.5)
The w → 0 expansions give
and prime denotes the derivatives of elliptic Π[n, m] in respect to n Let us investigate in detail the particular case with J = 0. As in the case of folded string, to take J → 0 we take b → 1, c → −1, so r = (a−1)(d+1) (a+1)(d−1)
. Taking this limit we obtain the following equations 4n
Equations (4.11, 4.13) can be used to find a, d = a, d(n, S), which then using (4.12) gives the energy E = E(n, S). We checked numerically that the above equations give precisely the same energy for given n, S as the spiky string solution from string theory [25] .
Let us see how this matching works analytically. The spiky string solution [25] is given by
where n is the number of the spikes and
ρ 0 and ρ 1 are the minimal and maximal values of the extension in ρ. Using (4.10) and (4.11), equation (4.12) can be written as
(4.18) Similarly, equation (4.13) can be rewritten as
The main observation is that the combination
contains no elliptic Π functions. Comparing to (4.16) it is natural then to make the identification
Making further the identification
we obtain a = e 2ρ 1 −2ρ 0 , −d = e With these identifications we obtain the equations from the ABA
Also, we get that r = p. In order to match equations (4.25) along with the equation for S (4.19) with the equations (4.14, 4.15, 4.16) we need the following identities
We present a formal prof of these identities in Appendix A. We also checked them numerically.
To conclude, we found that the spiky string solution for J = 0 obtained from ABA and classical string equations of motion perfectly match for all values of S, n.
An interesting open question is to find, from the ABA, the string solution in AdS 3 with spikes pointing inwards that was studied in [33] . The corresponding flat space solution has 1 and n + 1 left and right mode numbers, i.e. n(x) for this solution is
As this solution [33] should be outside the SL(2) sector it is not clear whether the SL(2) ABA in the J → 0 limit can capture this solution. If this is not the case it would be interesting to find the BA that does capture this solution.
5 Spiky string with winding in S 1 ⊂ S
5
In this section we find spiky string solutions with winding in S 1 ⊂ S 5 . Following [34] winding can be introduced by changing the momentum condition as
As one can see from (2.30, 2.35) it is not possible to obtain a non-zero m solution withρ(x) defined as in (2.23) . This is possible, however, for a different ρ defined using a different G.
More precisely we define a new G (for convenience we denote this different function again as G) as
Following the procedure in section 2 we introduce ρ as
and we obtain the equation
where we have replaced for the residue at w = 0. The condition for the residue at infinity (w = ∞) to vanish gives again the conditions G 0 = G 1 = 0. Of course all G i , G(0), H 1 have to be computed now with G as defined in (5.2). We observe that setting −2m − iG(0) = 0 is indeed consistent with the momentum condition
Therefore in this caseρ as defined in (5.5) is a solution of equation (2.16), which we are indeed supposed to solve. We can simplify (2.16) using dxρ
= −2πm and obtain
which is precisely the strong coupling equation found in [34] . We consider two cuts with different lengths [d, c] and [b, a]. We take the cuts outside the [−1, 1] interval, i.e. 1 < b < a and d < c < −1. Based on the corresponding solution in flat space, for spiky string with n spikes we again take
The folded string with winding m and angular momentum J is reached in the particular case with n = 2. In contrast to the folded string solution, the cuts are no longer symmetrically distributed about the origin, and so the distribution of the Bethe roots is no longer symmetric, i.e.ρ(u) =ρ(−u). The resolvent G(w) in the present case with non-trivial winding can be computed in a similar way as in section 4
Expanding G(w) in large w we obtain the coefficients
(5.11)
(5.12)
Expanding G(w) in small w, and also using the condition G(0) = 2im lead to
14)
The spin and energy are again given by
One needs to solve four equation, namely G 0 = G 1 = 0 along with (5.14) and the spin equation for the unknown parameters a, b, c, d. This is not possible analytically for arbitrary values of parameters. Below we consider the long string limit of the spiky string solution.
Long string limit
Let us consider the long string limit a → ∞, d → −∞. More precisely let us consider the following scaling limit
This is the generalization of the scaling found in [15, 35] to non-trivial winding. Expanding in large a the equations (5.11, 5.12, 5.14) we obtain at leading order the following
Let us note that u given in (5.18) does not depend on m, J , and it is precisely the same as the corresponding relationship at 1-loop weak coupling BA (see eq. 3.17 in [28] ). Equations (5.19, 5.20) can be solved for b, c
Expanding (5.13, 5.15) in large a we obtain
which plugging the expressions for b, c give the following result
The particular case with n = 2 corresponds to the folded spinning string with winding.
Matching the string solution
A general ansatz for classical rigid string solutions in AdS 5 × S 1 that includes both angular momentum and winding in S 1 was considered in [30] . The solution can be written in terms of a set of equations, which are to be solved. Let us recall the equations obtained in [30] . Following the notation in [30] let us consider the following rigid string ansatz [30] where C 0 , C 1 , D are constants obtained by integrating the equations of motion for ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , ψ (see [30] for details). Introducing the variable v as
the equation of motion for v, (5.28), becomes
where 
8
(
To get solutions with n spikes we need to glue together a number of 2n pieces of integrals between a minimum (v 2 ) and a maximum (v 3 ). In other words, wherever it appears, the integral du is to be replaced by
where we define the integrals I n below. The winding number m in S 1 ⊂ S 5 , can be written as
while the condition of no winding in the t direction gives the condition 2C 0 I 5 + w 0 βI 1 = 0 (5.36) 6 For convenience here we take m → −m as compared to the same formula in [30] .
For solutions with n spikes the conserved charges are
Also, the number of spikes can be introduced as the angle between a minimum and a maximum, and can be expressed as
The relevant integrals that appear in the above formulas are
39)
, s] (5.42)
, s] It would be interesting to precisely match the set of equations describing these solutions from the string side for arbitrary charges with the corresponding equations from the BA obtained in section 5. We have checked this matching explicitly for m = J = 0 in section 4. For nonzero J , m we study below the string solution in the scaling limit when the string touches the boundary and S, J , m are all large.
More precisely the scaling (5.17) is obtained in the limit v 2 → 0 with D, ν finite. We observe that in this limit I 1,2,3 diverge but I 4,5 stay finite. To have a well defined polynomial P (v) in this limit we need ω 0 → ω 1 . This implies C 0,1 are finite and so is βI 1 . As in the BA case, let us introduce the finite, fixed quantitieŝ J = J A ln These equations can be integrated to give
where A is a constant independent of ρ 0 , ρ 1 . It is straight-forward to verify that when ρ 0 = ρ 1 we have F (ρ 0 , ρ 0 ) = 0 which implies that A = 0 and therefore proves the identity F = 0. Having proved that F (ρ 0 , ρ 1 ) = 0 it is interesting to take the limit ρ 0 → 0 and derive the result Π(q, q 2 ) = 1 2 K(q 2 ) + π 4(1 − q) (A.9)
As a check this last result is also easily proved by defining .
